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Introduction: 
 
When the average person thinks about a school 
formal, the first images that appear in ones 
mind are of glamorous gowns, crowded dance 
floors and stretched limousines. It’s very easy 
to forget all of the other unseen aspects that are 
necessary to bring about this experience. 
 
Believe it or not school formals are far more 
complex and difficult to plan than weddings. 
That may sound far-fetched but consider this. 
Weddings don’t require ticketing, security, legal 
compliance checklists or insurances. When we 
talk about suits, dresses, shoes, professional 
hair & make-up, stretched limousines and so 
on, weddings only need such items for the bridal party whereas formals need it for the entire 
guest list. Statistically, the average school formal entertains almost double the number of guests 
than the average wedding, and there arguably are as many, if not more, formals taking place per 
year in Sydney. 
 
The interesting fact is that when it comes to optional inclusions, formals generally have around 2- 
3 times the number of added inclusions for guests to enjoy than weddings do. School formals are 
also among the most highly regulated events (by government) and there are many issues that 
need to be handled properly before a formal can proceed. 
 
When you consider all of these factors, if the idea of planning a wedding from scratch is scary to 
you, then planning a formal ought to be twice as scary. 
 
Honestly – this is an enormous, difficult, time-consuming and, at times, frustrating task. If you 
manage to get it right though, the rewards can be fantastic. 
 
Clearly it’s not impossible to do because some 700+ formals take place in Sydney each year. 
That’s not to say that they’re all successful, problem-free or easy. It just means that you’re not 
alone in your quest and it is somehow survivable. 
 
That being said, there are really two ways you can go from here… 
 
1/ Pull out a pencil, paper, a comfortable chair, an ergonomic mouse and a phone and get ready 
for a long journey, which this booklet will guide you through. 
 
OR 
 
2/ Call a professional School Formal Event Management Company to handle this all for you. 
Around one in ten school formal committees does this, and it guarantees a perfect result every 
time with only a fraction of the workload, none of the stress, at around the same realistic cost. 
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Author Biography – Elliot Kleiner 
(written by long time colleague, friend and Secondary School Teacher Helen Pinkerton for the NSW Secondary Deputy 
Principals Association web site) 
 

From the late 1970’s to the Mid 1980’s, Elliot was a Radio & 
Television presenter with a specific popularity in the 10 to 17’s age 
market. He was widely recognised as a teen-culture specialist in the 
broadcast media. 
 
In 1982, during a radio announcing internship at Sydney Radio 
station 2SM, he was approached by the NSW Police Department to 
add his teen-market expertise to the launch of the Blue Light Disco 
programme. Elliot’s two years on that project took away as much in 
the way of experience and procedures for running teen events 
 (some for up to 5,000 people) as he added to it. The programme still 
operates today, over 3 decades after the launch night, which itself 
was run by Elliot. 
 

In 1986 Elliot trained in the Security & Protection Industry and gained valuable experience in 
dangerous weapons & contraband, search & seizure procedures, crowd control, applied law 
covering several acts, and the applied street psychology of teenagers and public event venues. 
 
1989 saw the launch of Elliot’s function-service supply company, working in strategic alliance with 
Major 5-Star Hotel chains operating in Australia. This company eventually became the catalyst for 
creating the ultimate “packaged” Event Management system for High School aged Minors. This 
was to eventually become the School Formal Icon known as “Prom Night Events”. Today Prom 
Night is Australia’s Market Leader in the organisation and running of High School Formals. 
 
In 2003, Elliot was invited to a meeting in the office of the NSW Minister for Gaming & Racing, 
attended also by representatives from the Premier’s Office, The Commission for Youth & Young 
People, and Special Minister of State. 
 
At this meeting, Elliot was asked to present a procedural guideline model for the safe, legally 
compliant and successful execution of Minor’s Functions in licensed premises in NSW. That 
presentation was later submitted as a legislative reform proposal by the Commission for Children 
& Young People to the 2003 Alcohol Summit at Parliament House, and is now part of public 
record. 
 
In 2012 Elliot was again called as a special consultant to the Legislative Assembly at NSW 
Parliament House. This time it was to personally address the Social Policy Committee on areas of 
reform to the Liquor Act that were being reviewed in relation to alcohol and minors. Elliot’s 
submissions were recommended by the committee for inclusion in new drafts of the Liquor Act 
being planned. It’s fair to say that Elliot’s body of work in teen events is now accepted as part of 
the legislative process in NSW. 
 
A father having raised two teenage boys himself, Elliot understands the nuances of these issues 
from several perspectives. He’s regarded in his industry as an expert in functions and major 
events, major venues, event security and teenage marketing. There is no other person in this 
state with his level of experience in conducting every aspect of High School Formals and Minor’s 
Functions. 
 
Today, Elliot is considered the consultant of choice for the media and is first contact for media 
agencies wishing to conduct any story relating to the High School Formal market and has been 
quoted here, and abroad, for TV, Radio and Press stories year after year. 
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He’s been invited to lecture at the NSW Police Academy in Goulburn on matters relating to teen 
events and alcohol, spoken on live, national breakfast television as the foremost expert on the 
subject of school formals, and has run workshops on harm minimisation and liability exposure 
issues at the NSW Secondary Deputy Principal’s Association Conference, of which his company 
Prom Night Events is a sponsor. 
 
What Elliot brings to the NSW School Formal industry is expertise that will help to highlight the 
dangers and pitfalls of High School Formals, Debutante Balls, Valedictory Dinners and other 
social events concerning your students and staff. 
 
There’s a tightrope that needs to be traversed between what is safe, yet affordable, legal yet fun, 
glamorous yet achievable. The school formal is an extremely complex event and there’s far more 
to consider than you’re probably thinking right now. 
 
The issues relating to licensing, security, alcohol & contraband, legal compliance relating to duty 
of care and, most importantly, the safety of the kids are far more complex and difficult to manage 
than you might imagine. If you think that’s hard, it’s a walk in the park compared to getting their 
dreams and wishes catered for, the way they see it in their own minds. 
 
Any of these elements overlooked or mismanaged will directly or even inadvertently cause the 
failure of the event, and in worst cases, expose schools and individuals to legal and financial 
liability. 
 
Elliot’s proven methodology is currently the only model accepted in three states as best practice 
for the industry and applies a roadmap to success. 
 
Through this booklet, you will learn how to walk that tightrope that stretches between adept and 
responsible management of the events and the glamorous, fun aspects that appeal to the teens. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Disclaimer: The author is not giving legal advice. He’s merely reporting what he understands of legislative restrictions as he understands 
them to apply to this industry at the time of creation of this document. He advises all readers to independently check the validity of these 
issues with the relevant government authorities directly if required. 
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History of the Prom - (the difference between a formal and a prom) 

 
There’s lots of speculation and myth about where the 
phenomenon started and what it’s really supposed to be. 
 
Both Australian and American culture and society originated in 
Britain. It goes to follow that many of the traditions and social 
experiences we retain today were handed down from there. 
 
In Victorian and Edwardian culture, it was customary for 
families of higher society to send their 16 year old daughters to 
finishing school. This is where they would learn to walk, talk, 
dance and behave like a lady. Upon completion, they would be presented to the wider community 
as a group in a special function known as the “Debut”. A debutante is a girl making her “Debut” or 
otherwise being presented to society as a new lady for the first time. 
 
The purpose of the debut (or Deb Ball as its known today) was to present eligible girls to young 
and wealthy bachelors for the purpose of matchmaking for society marriages. The debutante girls 
would wear white gowns, which looked almost like bridal gowns, and be escorted by formally 
dressed boys, all in the same tuxedos. These were usually boys considered too young to marry 
but able to show off the girls well enough. They would form a huge circle and the debutantes, with 
escorts, would promenade around the circle, almost as if they were models on a catwalk. 
 
With any luck, a debutante would catch the eye of a wealthy bachelor watching from the audience 
and the courtship may begin thereafter. The slow leisurely walk around the circle of the debutante 
ball was the highlight of the night and became known as the “Prom”. Many people think that the 
word “Prom” is an American cultural invention. That’s actually a myth. The word Prom is short for 
“Promenade”, which means to casually walk, stroll or stride, and is distinctly British. 
 

As with many things considered “fashionable” at the time, society was 
fascinated with all things French. The French had a similar tradition as 
the debut but they incorporated the “Cotillion”, which was a patterned 
dance step designed for couples in multiples of 4. Many people 
decided that the best way to catch more attention for their debutante 
daughters was to have them learn and perform these dance steps at 
their debut. Once dancing in couples became a mainstay of the Debut, 
this became the “Debutante Ball” or Deb Ball for short and dancing 
became a highlight too. 
 
When it became apparent that dance practice for the Debut was 
essential, and also quite fun, schools began to run mock balls to 
prepare couples for the debut. Although it was essentially just dance 
practice, it was really a dress-rehearsal for the debut so everyone 
would have to dress up in their best formal attire and this is where the 
term “School Formal” was introduced. 
 

As western society came to accept women as equals and finding a good husband was no longer 
the priority for families of 16 year old girls, more and more girls stayed on to graduate high school 
and develop their education. This meant that finishing high school was a celebration that could be 
shared equally among all teenagers. The most popular way to celebrate was with a graduation 
party, and to dress up and dance in couples was the natural thing to do since they’d been 
practicing that at school formals for years. 
 
The Debut, The Cotillion, The School Formal and the Graduation Party eventually became 
merged into one event by mainstream society. That’s what we recognise today as the Formal or 
Prom. Australian and American cultures developed in only slightly different directions. Although 
the event remains the same, Americans and British call it a Prom and Australians have most often 
called it Formal. When you understand the history, it makes sense that “Prom” is actually the 
more correct name for the event as a “Formal” is just a rehearsal for it. 
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Doing this all yourself 
 

If you’ve decided to do this all yourself, you need to try not to look 
at the whole project as one big, frightening monster. 
 
As the saying goes “How do you eat an elephant? – One bite at a 
time”. 
 
The school formal planning process is made up of several different 
elements, then each of those elements should be traversed in 
smaller tasks. 
 
You should be aware that the level of importance that you would 
place on each element won’t necessarily match the level of 

importance that others place on the same elements. Everyone sees the formal from a completely 
different angle and have different expectations. 
 
These are the elements that I’ll try to cover for you in an easily digestible way... 
 

 Student Committees 
 Schools / Administrators 
 Location & Venue 
 Dates, Times & Deadlines 
 Features, Inclusions & Suppliers 
 Guest Comfort & Enjoyment 
 Contracts, Legal Compliance and Insurances 
 Safety & Security 
 Budget & Pricing 
 Logistics 
 Smooth Running 
 Pitfalls and Rip-Offs to watch out for 
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Student Committees 

 
What is an Organising Committee? 
 
A committee is generally a small team of capable 
people who each perform a different role but all work 
for the same overall objectives. You should never have 
different members of the team doing the same job or 
conflicts will erupt straight away. The members should 
each have clearly defined jobs such as… 
 

• Venue & package research 
• Fundraising 
• Ticket sales & money management 
• Decoration & colour scheme management 
• Music, dinner menus & other inclusions 
 

Consider a committee is like a political party. The electorate votes the party into power, then the 
party decides how to run the electorate according to what they believe is the best thing for 
everyone. The school year group gives the decision-making power to the committee, and the 
committee makes the decisions for everyone. 
 
The biggest mistake committees make is opening up even the smallest decisions to the whole 
year. That is to say, asking the whole year what they want and getting them to vote on it as a 
group. The problem here is that if you ask 100 people for their opinion, you'll probably get 100 
different opinions. This undermines the purpose of a committee. The committee should never- 
ever take decisions back to the whole year to vote on. The committee should make all critical 
decisions and simply keep the rest of the year group informed when things are decided. 
 
If you understand that basic concept, then you see how asking the whole year to vote on choices 
defeats the whole purpose of a committee and kills any chance of a quick and appropriate set of 
decisions. 
 
Who should be on the committee? 
 
One of the biggest mistakes people make is volunteering to be on the formal committee for the 
wrong reasons. You need to be motivated by the right things. Don't join the committee if any of 
the following describes you... 
 

• I expect this to make me popular 
• I'm the thriftiest shopper and always get the cheapest prices 
• I prefer to be in control most of the time 
• I know what's best for everyone else 
• I plan parties all the time so I'm the most qualified 
 

Believe it or not, these are the most powerful reasons why you SHOULD NOT be on the 
committee. If you think this will make you popular, guess again! The formal will only take place 
after lots of very tough decisions are made. No decision is going to keep everyone happy all of the 
time, so, no matter which way things go, one decision or another will be unpopular with at least 
someone. You can't let that be your motivation. Remember, it's not about your feelings, it's about 
the whole year having the best possible night they can. 
 
Being thrifty is OK but if you base your most important decisions on price alone, you're going to 
have the cheapest, nastiest, most unglamorous event on offer. The difference between a Budget 
Formal and a Prestige Formal can be as little as the cost of a cup of coffee per ticket but the point 
is that you shouldn’t be shopping on “price”, as much as “value”. 
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Being a “control freak” is simply the fastest way to create conflict with other committee members 
and all of a sudden, the decisions and plans are going nowhere. 
 
Previous event planning experience is no qualification for arranging a formal. Believe it or not, 
formals are far more difficult and complex to plan than weddings for a variety of reasons. Being a 
good party-planner is not an instant recipe for success. 
 
Decision making and feuding committees: 
 
This is one of the most frustrating aspects of planning a formal, the issue of in-fighting within 
committees and how to make those critical decisions when decision-makers can't agree. 
 
Committees are made up of volunteers, who are by nature, strong-minded and often opinionated 
people. That's a good thing because they're generally hard workers and people who get things 
done. The problem is that they don't always agree on the right course of action and things can get 
heated. This becomes counter-productive very quickly. The right thing to do is make up a 
committee that consists of 3 main features. 
 

1. No more people than you can count on one hand because this will limit opinions and 
conflicts, 
2. An odd number of people so you can vote on all decisions and an outcome will be 
reached every time, and 
3. An adult liaison such as a year advisor, teacher or parent. This can be either a member 
of the committee with 1 vote, or someone advising but without voting. 
 

Conclusion: 
 
In all decision-making processes, make certain that you collect ALL the facts so you can compare 
things fairly. Research all the costs, hidden and obvious, all the features of each package, product 
or service before you make any decisions. This is the only way to be sure you're delivering your 
year a final experience that was chosen based on choices that are really fair. 
 
At the end of the day, common sense should prevail. Remember that this process is hard work 
but should also be fun. 
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Why schools sometimes refuse to support the formal 
 
For years now I’ve heard this same cry, either from the 
student committee members who seek assistance to 
plan a formal, or from the school administrators who 
are refusing that support. “The school’s policy is to say 
no”. 
 
There are some misconceptions and myths about 
formals that schools tend to rely on when withholding 
their support and endorsement of formals. I'll try to 
dispel some of that here. 
 
20 or 30 years ago, the school formal was an out-of-control drunken free-for-all. There was little or 
no format, little or no security and little or no regulation. By the time a Principal has worked 
through the teaching system to gain that high position, their memory of formals past is pretty 
much this sort of picture. It’s reasonable and understandable, however outdated and misguided 
by today’s standards. 
 
When Principals reach that top position, they have many issues to worry about, including the 
name and reputation of the school as well as the overall safety of the students. One of the 
tenderest points is anything that exposes the school to any form of legal liability or unfavourable 
publicity if something goes wrong. It's these concerns, coupled with their memory of what formals 
used to be like, that creates such fear and anxiety when faced by a committee wanting the green- 
light to have a formal. 
 
Now that you understand the reasoning behind the refusal, it tends to make sense however; there 
are some fairly significant holes in that kind of thinking these days. 
 
Firstly, the bad old days are long gone. Today school formals are a bona-fide national industry 
turning over $3.3 Billion and every state has an overabundance of legislation in place for the strict 
regulation of the industry. At the same time, the teen culture has changed quite significantly and 
people prefer to play the formal as a "Straight-Edge" event. No longer is the formal a mess to 
clean up, it's now a glamorous, well regulated, heavily secured cultural icon, filled with serious 
fashion, top-class cuisine and prestige venues. 
 
Many professionally planned formals for instance carry up to $60 Million worth of multi-tiered 
insurances and expert teams of licensed, trained and seriously professional experts to run, secure 
and control these events. 
 

Next, the "Ostrich" mentality that Principals and 
Administrators sometimes adopt (“If I say no the formal and 
don't know anything about it, it can't hurt us”) is completely 
false and ridiculous. Here's the fact that will shock and 
amaze school administrators. Even if the school has no 
involvement, even if they have no awareness of the formal, 
if anything goes wrong at the formal, the school 
automatically attracts an exposure to a potential legal 
liability. 
 
This one's even scarier; 86% of all student committees that 
are refused school support will go ahead and book a formal 
in the school's name anyway. 
 

The best advice on offer is that if the school wants to minimise and control the liability exposure, 
the only way to do that effectively is to get involved and help control the formal. This way they can 
be sure that all the bases are covered and that they have professional help to arrange and 
execute the event according to the law. Everyone wins this way. 
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There is another minor misconception schools often have, and that's the one about having a "duty 
of care" and needing to send staff down to the formal to supervise and run things. That's a big 
falsehood. It's actually not legal for school staff to act in any official capacity when on site at a 
formal venue. That goes likewise for parents. To take on any supervisory or security role at a 
venue, you must have Security Industry licenses, Public Liability insurances, OH & S procedures, 
first aid certification, RSA certification, WWC Clearance, Specialised training and be under 
contract for that role. Anyone else trying to do it without all of that can be locked up for offences to 
a variety of acts. 
 
Interestingly, a student committee who is unsupported by the school can book a formal without 
the school's permission. There's no law against that. I’m not suggesting that it's the best way to 
go, but it's an option, and it’s happening, like it or not. 
 
Another myth, which started as a rumour, was that the D.E.T. had issued some kind of directive 
that schools and school staff were forbidden from taking any active role in the organising and 
running of school formals. I’ve conferred with the senior most policy representatives, on several 
occasions, and I can assure everyone that no such decree, or anything resembling it, has ever 
been issued, and there are absolutely no plans, or even discussions, on the subject, scheduled 
any time soon. It’s a non-issue as far as the D.E.T. is concerned. 
 
What the D.E.T. has said is that each principal is completely autonomous on this subject, and he 
or she can decide for himself or herself, whether the school and staff may or may not become 
involved in formals. If the principal requires guidance, district superintendents are equipped with 
relevant materials to provide advice on the subject, but also have no powers to decide either way 
themselves. What’s most interesting about the D.E.T.’s stance (or actual lack of one) on this 
subject is that the D.E.T., while not endorsing formals one way or the other, is happy to include 
companies involved in formals as approved suppliers. My company for instance, Prom Night 
Events, as a School Formal Event Management company, has been an approved D.E.T. supplier 
for many years. 
 
My advice to both committees and administrators is the same. The best way to get the formal over 
the line without anything going wrong that will leave anyone on either side holding the bag for 
legal liability is to get professional help from a specialist Formal Event Manager. The most popular 
and / or desired venues have them under contract and can advise you on who they regard as 
appropriate to refer your inquiry to. 
 
Authorised Venue Agents and Event Managers can organise and run successful and fully covered 
formals with or without school approval, with or without school involvement but in either case, the 
liability exposure is taken by the venue and the event planner so the school is shielded whether 
they approve the formal or not. 
 
Be aware though, not all Event Management professionals are bona-fide School Formal 
Specialists. Just like not all Doctors are Surgeons. Be sure that you’re dealing with people who 
are trained, equipped and experienced with formals. Get references or testimonials! 
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Choosing the right venue (“Budget“ Versus “Premium”) 
 
When beginning the long and gruelling task of 
planning an event as complex and involved as 
a formal, most often the selection of a venue in 
which to hold the event is the first, and arguably 
the most important, decision you’ll need to 
make. 
 
There are several factors that need to be 
considered when choosing the right venue but 
we’ll start by looking at the most basic needs 
you’ll have. Let’s begin by thinking of your 
selection of venues like a trolley or cart. In order 
to push your formal forward in a straight line, 
you’ll need 4 wheels on your cart. 
 
These will be… 
 

 Geography - The location of your venue. 
 Availability – Whether the venue has space for you at dates and times that suit you. 
 Capacity – Whether the venue has sufficient space for the guests attending. 
 Economy – What the venue will cost and what’s included in the package. 
 

If any of the wheels on your cart fall off, you’ll either steer off course, or grind to a halt. Let’s look 
at each of these in a little more detail. 
 
Geography. 
 
Choosing a location should include things like whether the venue is centrally located granting 
easy access for guests, what methods of public transport are nearby for people who may be 
coming and going using that method, whether main roads are nearby for easy flagging of taxis, 
parking for people who may be driving themselves, other establishments like clubs or 
entertainment for any activities guests may have planned after the formal is over, and whether the 
area or neighbourhood is a safe one as formal guests will be dressed in ways that may attract 
attention. 
 
Availability. 
 
This is critical because the dates and times the venue is available for you can either conflict with 
other events, and may affect the price you pay and / or the exclusivity you have over the venue 
and / or it’s specific amenities. 
 
The peak-season dates for formals are the 3 weeks immediately after the conclusion of the Higher 
School Certificate exams, which generally conclude around the same time in November. Because 
exam timetables aren’t “definite” until around April each year, booking your venue for a date the 
first week after exams is dangerous because you may end up paying a deposit and / or signing a 
contract for on a date that ends up being in the middle of exam time and you’re in trouble. Clever 
people book for weeks 2 or 3 after exams are expected to end to leave that buffer of time. 
 
The other problem you may encounter with availability at that time is that it’s the beginning of 
summer and therefore the beginning of wedding season, which means that many of the best 
venues that are suitable for formals are also popular for weddings and dates become scarce. Of 
course the other market you’d be competing with is the corporate sector for their office Christmas 
parties, which again, frequent the same venues. Both weddings and Christmas functions will have 
vastly higher budgets for spending than formals so the venues will always give them preference 
over you and that can’t be helped. 
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Most formal committees will automatically assume that the best night for their formal will be a 
Saturday night, and that’s natural. The thing to remember is that venues will often charge more for 
weekends, and may require higher minimum guaranteed guest numbers also. The other thing to 
remember is that other features that people will need for their formal experience such as 
hairdressing, beauticians, limousines, taxis, after-formal nightlife and so on will all be less 
available on weekends (Fri to Sun). 
 
For these reasons, it’s smarter for committees to host Formals on Monday to Thursday nights 
when everything is more available, and less expensive. After all – as a student, once you’ve 
finished school for the year, every night is Saturday night as far as you’re concerned so there are 
only advantages to doing this on a weeknight. 
 
Capacity. 
 
Each venue will have 2 magic numbers that set its “Capacity”. One is the minimum number of 
guests, paying a certain price for catering, that it needs in order to make a reasonable profit from 
hosting your event. The other is the maximum number of guests that it can physically hold, 
comfortably, with a proper formal floor plan of tables, stage and dance floor. 
 
It’s vitally important that your venue has a capacity to suit your guest list. If you have too few 
guests to satisfy the minimum, the venue may cancel your booking; move you into a smaller room 
that wasn’t the one you originally chose, or end up charging way more money. If it goes the other 
way and your guest list exceeds the maximum, you’ll end up with cramped tables and a tiny 
dance floor, effectively not enough space to enjoy yourselves. 
 
To work out whether a venue will suit your guest numbers, it’s most important to discover 
precisely what those numbers will be from the start. Making guesses or assumptions is a 
dangerous way to do it because you’ll rarely guess correctly. A reasonable way to estimate might 
be by comparing the number of enrolments and formal guest attendance from 3 or 4 previous 
years and do the ratio math to get a fair idea. 
 
Once you’ve worked out your likely guest numbers, choosing a venue based on capacity is just 
like kicking a football between goal posts. If you kick the ball too close to either post, you run an 
increased risk of hitting the post or missing the goal. Kicking through the middle is the safest bet. 
For instance, if your guest list is likely to be 150 guests, then selecting a venue that has a 
minimum of 140 is dangerous, and so is selecting a venue with a maximum of 160. 
 
To kick that goal safely, you should choose a venue that has a range of say 100 minimum to 200 
maximum. This way you can sell less or more tickets than you first anticipated, and still be safe 
with your venue choice. 
 
Economy. 
 
This is by far the most complex and critical issue because it’s where most committees come 
unstuck, mainly because either A: they don’t fully understand what they’re getting (and not 
getting) for their money or B: this is the place where disreputable venues often hide information in 
order to capture unsuspecting committees for greater profits. 
 
There are really only 3 types of venues in the formal market. These are… 
 
A/ Venues who don’t generally know much about formals but do them as a sideline to 

other functions they already cater for. 
 

These venues rarely have the necessary permits or licenses to conduct formals (yes these exist 
under the law). They don’t follow any of the necessary protocols or legal requirements for the 
running of formals and as a result, are not very good at it and formals they conduct are often 
illegal, leaving the organisers exposed to liability if anything goes wrong. 
 
These venues must be avoided at all cost. They’re dangerous. 
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B/ Venues who aggressively pursue the formal market and put on “All Inclusive 

Packages” for around $85 - $99 per guest. 
 

Although some of these are OK, if you don’t mind the standards and 
service associated with a “Budget” kind of venue & package. Be very 
aware though! Many of these packages state what’s on offer but not 
always what’s actually “included” so there can be lots of hidden 
charges like GST, un-named service surcharges, charges for DJ’s & 
Security, Booking Fees and what starts out as an $85 package soon 
becomes a $135 package just for the basics. 
 
There are also a plethora of horror stories coming out of venues like this, about what was 
promised but not delivered on the night when it was too late to do anything about it. Often these 
venues are run by unscrupulous operators tap-dancing around the fringe-edges of legality. 
They’re well aware that most of the time they’ll be dealing with unguided minors and they have 
strategies in place for how best to take advantage of them. 
 
 

C/ Venues who operate through reputable Booking Agencies or 
Event Management Companies. 
 
Many of these will be venues that you can’t book unless their preferred 
booking agency handles the booking and all the legal issues are totally 
covered. 
 
These venues are generally “Prestige” properties and have internationally 
recognised brandings or reputations. They cost a little more but you can 
be assured that they take care of everything perfectly every time and 
everything is included, with up-front disclosure on packages and costings. 
There’s nothing hidden or tricky and you always know exactly where you 
stand. 
 

These are the venues I’d recommend as the best possible choice for an event as important as 
your formal. 
 
When comparing venues and packages, be sure you look out for the above factors. Notice how 
there's nothing in there about "PRICE". Price isn't important. The difference between the cheapest 
and most expensive formals is only a few dollars so it's not worth making price a big factor in your 
decision. 
 
Remember! If you demand nothing but the best, that’s most often, precisely what you’ll get. 
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What are the real costs of a “Budget” Formal? 

 
When browsing the Sydney market for a school 
formal package, it’s important that you’re aware 
of what the market prices are in order that you 
compare fairly and objectively before making your 
choice. It’s also fair to say that you need to be 
fully aware of what’s included for the prices being 
quoted. It’s about value, not price. 
 
Firstly - around 80% of the marketing material 
you’ll see will come from the “Budget” end of the 
market and will always include phrases such as 
“Complete Package”, “All Inclusive Price” and 
“Unbeatable Value”. Remember that in Australia, 
it’s not legal to state that without providing proof. 
If they’re not putting it in writing in quotes and 
contracts, it can’t be considered true. 
 
Always ask for the final, full, all-inclusive price, complete with GST, the cost of entertainment, 
security, decorations, booking fees, staffing - basically EVERYTHING, broken down into one final 
“per guest” price for precisely the features and guest numbers you’re asking for AND in a properly 
formatted written offer or quote. 
 
Once all of those figures are calculated, you’ll generally find that many of your $85 prices start to 
look more like $125 or higher. 
 
Secondly, don’t rely much on what previous year groups in your school have paid for their 
formals. They may have had vastly different venues, guest numbers and inclusions than the ones 
you seek. All of these will affect the price. There is also inflation to think about. CPI increases 
have run about 3.5% average over the last 10 years or so. Peak Formal Sales season statistics 
have shown an interesting pattern you should be aware of. Venue costs also go up each time they 
have a refurbishment, a change of management or a bad year. 
 
Those seeking to keep their school formal budget between $85 and $95 per guest are denying 
themselves the greater part of the choices available because the annual average (real) price 
hasn’t been in this low range for over 10 years. 
 
The following are the recent Sydney market averages, for all inclusions and features… 
 

2008 - Market Average Price - $124 
2009 - Market Average Price - $124 (no increase, seemingly due to GFC) 
2010 - Market Average Price - $130 
2011 - Market Average Price - $136 
2012 - Market Average Price - $140 
2012 - Market Average Price - $143 
2013 - Market Average Price - $148 
2014 - Market Average Price - $152 
2015 - Market Average Price - $155 
2016 - Market Average Price - $159 
 

These are real statistics sourced from hundreds of Sydney Secondary School Formal Committees 
over a 9 year period. It’s pretty easy to see the pattern. 
 
There are still school year advisors and principals, who may have been planning the formal year 
after year, who think that the price they’ve always negotiated is the highest price they’ll ever 
approve. This archaic thinking is a guarantee that the quality of what the students will experience 
each year will slide down further and further each year at precisely the same rate as the average 
prices of the rest of the market go up. 
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Explaining Licenses & Permits for Formals 

 
Although you’re embarking upon an activity that seems to deal 
with a fun, glamorous and exciting industry, behind the scenes is a 
very dark and serious “engine-room” where issues are being dealt 
with that you may never see. 
 
You should know about them, if for no reason other than being 
comfortable that qualified minds are working on keeping you safe. 
 
Venues may advertise that they’re ready and willing to host your 
formal, but are they legally allowed to do that? In most cases, they 
don’t even know the answer to that question themselves. If they 
don’t even know, how are you going to know? 
 
So the question arises “What happens if the venue doesn’t have 
the right licenses or permits? Does the place explode?” Well - No, 
probably not however, if anything goes wrong and there’s an incident of any kind. Perhaps 
someone gets hurt or there’s a reason for the Police, Fire Brigade or Ambulance to attend, even 
for a false alarm, there’s likely to be a legal problem. Culpability and liability will have to land on 
someone, and you don’t want that to be you. Insurers run for cover when procedures aren’t 
perfect so “no permit, no coverage”. At best, the formal could be shut down. At worst, it may end 
up in court. There are no winners in either case. So how do you protect yourself? 
 
The very best way to start will be making sure that the venue has all of the necessary licenses 
and permits in place, then seeing that right through to all the workers and suppliers, then checking 
procedures are documented and finally covering the whole package with a variety of different 
insurance policies. This is the less glamorous side of formals; however, it’s no less important. 
 
Venues and their Licenses: 
 
In NSW (at this time) many commonly licensed venues offering themselves as available to host 
high school formals fall under one of the following types… 
 
• Hotels (Hotelier’s License) 
 
• Nightclubs (On-Premises License Public Entertainment Venue) 
 
Under these Licenses, before a school formal can be booked, they have to apply for, and be 
granted, a special permit known as a “Minor’s Functions Authorisation”. Put quite simply, if they 
don’t have one, under almost all circumstances, they can’t host your formal, and if they do have 
one, they can’t serve any alcohol to anyone at that formal (regardless of age, which means even 
teachers and parents can’t drink). 
 
Hosting any minor’s function, (defined under the act as any event on licensed premises where a 
minor may attend without parent or legal guardian supervising), without a valid Minor’s Functions 
Authorisation in place, is a serious offence and would render the entire event illegal and nullify all 
insurances. 
 
Most remaining common license types are… 
 
• On-Premises License (Restaurant) (Vessels) (Governors) (Caterers) 
 
• Registered Club License 
 
Under these types of licenses, special permits aren’t required from the government to host the 
formal but strict controls are highly recommended, yet seldom observed. These are by far the less 
desirable venues to consider. The “Budget” and “Dodgy” end of the market is made up of these 
types of venues and licenses. 
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The permits and controls are only the first step. Once the venue has that part sorted out, every 
person working at the formal, even volunteers, have to have a special Police clearance called the 
“Working with Children Check”. As school staff, you’d be well aware of this rule. 
 
Every electrical appliance that’s plugged into power at the venue on the night has to be checked 
and physically tagged (even extension leads and power boards), according to occupational health 
& safety standards, by a licensed electrical testing contractor, and every set of goods and 
services supplied to the event has to have “Risk Assessments” carried out and be certified with a 
“Safety Compliance” or “Hazard Identification” sheet, complete with an action plan for if and when 
that item goes wrong. 
 
Finally, there has to be insurances for Public Liability and a range of other coverage before the 
event is properly compliant. 
 
Compliance is a huge task and staying on top of legislative changes from year to year is quite a 
difficult challenge for a seasoned expert, let alone a novice working on formals as an ad-hoc 
activity. 
 
To make compliance checking a little easier for you, the following is a set of checklist items you 
can use to ask questions during the booking of various items in your formal list… 
 
When talking to a venue: 
 

 What kind of liquor license do you have? 
 (if a Hoteliers’ or On Premises public entertainment venue) – Do you have a Minor’s 

Functions Authorisation? 
 Are there any special conditions or restrictions on your license? 
 Do you have a current and valid Food Authority Certificate? 
 Are all of your staff members coming into contact with minors cleared through “Working 

with Children Check”? 
 What insurance policies do you apply to formals and what levels and items of cover do 

they include? 
 Do you have senior staff working on formals that are currently certified for Senior First 

Aid? 
 Do you have staff equipped and certified for the use of Epipen and Anapen for 

Anaphylaxis? 
 Do you have an approved emergency evacuation procedure? 
 Do you have an approved Security Action Plan specifically for formals? 
 Can you please provide me copies of all of these documents for proof of compliance? 
 

When talking to a Security Provider: 
 

 Do you hold a current and Valid Master Security License issued by the NSW government? 
 Are all of the guards attending formals holders of Security Licenses (Not Provisional) with 

sub-categories of both Persons and Premises? 
 Can you guarantee at least one female guard on my formal for sensitive issues? 
 Do you have senior staff working on formals that are currently certified for Senior First 

Aid? 
 Do you have staff equipped and certified for the use of Epipen and Anapen for 

Anaphylaxis? 
 Do you have an approved Security Action Plan specifically for formals? 
 Are all of your staff members coming into contact with minors cleared through “Working 

with Children Check”? 
 What insurance policies do you apply to formals and what levels and items of cover do 

they include? 
 Can you please provide me copies of all of these documents for proof of compliance? 
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When talking to any other supplier (DJ, MC, Photographer, Photo Booth Operator – Everyone!) 
 

 Is there a specific License or Permit required for your industry and, if so, do you have one? 
 Do you have a properly formatted “Hazard Identification Checklist” for your product or 

service? 
 Do all electrical items that you use have current and valid lead tags? 
 Do all electrical or mechanical devices you use have the Australian Manufacturers 

Standards Compliance Plate attached? 
 Are all of your staff members coming into contact with minors cleared through “Working 

with Children Check”? 
 What insurance policies do you apply to formals and what levels and items of cover do 

they include? 
 Can you please provide me copies of all of these documents for proof of compliance? 
 

All of the above items on these checklists are very standard and industry accepted norms for 
reputable business people. Whomever you’re talking to should not only know these things, but 
they should possess all of these things before even making themselves available to do business 
with you. 
 
If anyone you’re talking to, at any stage, tells you that they don’t know about any one of these 
things, or they’ve never heard of such things, or the classic “oh you don’t need that stuff these 
days”, or the even worse classic “we’ve been doing this without that stuff for years and never had 
a problem”, then you should drop them like a hot potato and move on to the next prospect. 
Likewise if they say yes to everything but then drag the chain on forwarding the relevant 
documents to prove it, they should be viewed with suspicion and ultimately avoided. 
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Advertised “Formal Packages” What to watch out for 

 
Weigh Up Your Options Carefully! 
 
You need to be really vigilant when hunting around for a formal "Package". Not everything really is 
as it might seem. There are some seriously dodgy operators out there and unless you know what 
to look for, it's hard to see the differences at first glance. 
 
The following is really valuable advice on who and what to watch out for, and how to protect 
yourself. 
 
Recent surveys showed that the Sydney (metropolitan) school formal market alone generates in 
excess of $192 Million per annum in revenue. Estimates put the industry at $3.3 Billion nationally. 
That’s a huge volume of money being spent on the formal experience. 
 
Further analysis shows why this is easy to understand. The 15-19 year old demographic doesn’t 
care who’s in government, what a barrel of oil is worth, what the global economy is doing or where 
interest rates are right now. There is no global or domestic situation that’s going to have any 
impact on their decisions when it comes to achieving their formal dreams and wishes. 
 
Teens today are the most media and communications savvy generation yet. They understand 
fashion, popular trends and they’re well aware of their collective buying power when it comes to 
events. That being said, they’re not business or street wise enough to spot the differences 
between bona -fide business operators and shysters. They need solid and informed guidance. 
 
It’s precisely their naivety that attracts the less desirable element into the industry but the volume 
of money available means that some operators have become slick enough to fool experienced 
adults too. 
 
Formal Scammers - They're out there. 
 
They’re waiting to get their hands on your money and ruin 
your dream formal. They don't care who you are, or how 
hard you've worked to get to formal night. They only care 
about your cash. 
 
Most people reading about a very large scam operation in 
the newspapers, or watching it on TV when the story broke 
in 2011, could understandably have thought that this was 
something new and that it was shut down almost as quickly 
as it had started up. What the media didn’t report is that this 
operation had been running successfully for as long as 
seven (7) years and had managed to stay under the radar of 
the authorities and the media for that long while it ticked over 
literally millions of dollars. 
 
The operation was very sophisticated, involving marketing companies, web design companies, 
suppliers of things like beauty products and nightclub entertainment. Some of these were real and 
legitimate businesses who later discovered that they had also themselves been scammed, while 
others were bogus entities that were set up just to make this operation look credible. 
 
The scale of this thing was astonishing. It was operating across several states and territories and 
involved hundreds of people. It ticket all of the criteria boxes for “organised crime”. 
 
What you can do to prevent this sort of thing reappearing. There are bona fide, honest, reputable 
operators creating and delivering fantastic school formal products and services out there. You 
only need to follow these few simple steps to know for certain whether you’re dealing with one. 
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1/ Check References or Testimonials 
 
Any truly reputable company will have done plenty of these kinds of events, and if they’ve 
performed within acceptable parameters for compliance, quality control and acceptable business 
practices, they will (or should) have accumulated a significant number of clients sufficiently satisfied 
to put their opinions in writing. Being a part of the school community, they should be relatively simple 
to check. 
 
It’s best to be even more diligent in checking their corporate credentials just in case.If they’ve 
done badly, there won’t be any visible references, however if anything has been reported to trading 
authorities, there will be public records of it. 
 
2/ Check the credentials of the business 
 
Before people can do business on this scale, they need to be registered with the appropriate 
government authorities. These authorities monitor who does what and how people conduct 
themselves, and sometimes, when required, they can step in and de-register a business to 
prevent them from trading. 
 
Once a business has been deregistered, that doesn’t mean they won’t still try to do business 
illegally and that’s when innocent consumers can get trapped. Thankfully, most of these things are 
pretty easy to check. 
 
ASIC (Australian Securities & Investments Commission) is the federal government authority 
overseeing corporate activities in Australia. In order to be viewed as OK to trade, an organisation 
should have the following things, all visible through the ASIC web site… 
 
• If they’re operating under a business name, that name should be registered in the state of their 
address and valid, and they should state on web sites and all paperwork their ABN (Australian 
Business Number). (see www.asic.gov.au to check a name and / or ABN) 
 
• If they’re operating under a “company” name (such as if they have “PTY LTD” after the name), 
then they must be registered (Nationally) and have an ACN (Australian Company Number) and an 
ABN. (see www.asic.gov.au to check a name and / or ACN & ABN) 
 
If using the ASIC web site to check a company out, which is always a great place to start, you 
should be especially aware of the following items that may be listed in the search results… 
 
• Under “Status” – if the company is “Deregistered” then that means they no longer exist officially 
and the government has ceased their trading privileges. There will usually be a date of 
deregistration so you can see how long they’ve been out of business. 
 
• Under “Former Names” you’ll be able to see all the other names that they might have traded 
under previously so there’s no mistake about who the organisation really is. 
 
• Underneath that, there might be a list of dates and reports. This is normal for every company to 
display. You might see things like, change of address, change of directors, change of name or 
lodgement of reports & records. That’s all routine stuff. When you should worry is when you see 
the following codes and listings… 
 
• 578 - Means Liquidator appointed and that liquidator suggests to the court that the company 
should cease trading immediately. 
• 505R - Means notification of resignation or removal of liquidator after the assessment is 
complete. 
• 524F - Means presentation of accounts to the court and the company shut down. 
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If you see any of those kinds of entries, or a deregistered company, be aware that you’re dealing 
with a potentially illegal operation and there will be no measure of protection when things go 
wrong. 
 
If the organisation you’re dealing with won’t give you their corporate numbers for checking, you 
may wonder what they have to hide. 
 
If the organisation, and even an individual or “Sole Trader” doesn’t have an ABN, then that means 
they aren’t registered for GST, and if they’re doing business at this level without paying GST, 
again that should sound alarm bells that something’s wrong. 
 
3/ Check out what business they are really in 
 
Because the High School Formal market is a relatively newly discovered market, and fairly 
lucrative, there are all sorts of people doing business in other “kind of” related industries that think 
they should take a stab at running formals. 
 
Sometimes they can be event managers in areas like Corporate Events, Weddings and After 
Parties. They can sometimes be talent agents for entertainers or even booking agents for 
nightclubs. The thing to remember is that absolutely NONE of these types of events is even 
vaguely similar to a properly run school formal, NONE of these types of businesses have any 
direct knowledge of what’s required and the qualifications, licences, permits and expertise 
necessary for running a formal are not needed in any of these other areas. 
 
Some of the most dangerous people out there offering to run formals are the ones that think “Hey, 
it’s not what we usually do but how hard can it be? I reckon we can do that!” You don’t want to bet 
your only chance on someone like that. 
 
4/ Check with the venue. 
 
Venues, and sometimes rogue booking agents "claiming" to represent them, often have their own 
packages, and they're all trying to compete with each other so they tend to advertise the same 
sorts of features. They often also advertise the same kind of prices. At first glance, it all seems to 
look pretty well the same but you need to look hard to see what you're really getting and what 
you're really paying for. 
 
The first and most important thing is to be careful of people who say they represent 5-Star venues 
when they really don't. If you find venues such as branded hotels advertised in the companies 
marketing materials, or on their web site, don’t be afraid to call the functions department of that 
venue directly to check whether the company you’re dealing with is actually an authorised agent 
of that venue. 
 
5/ Get it in writing. 
 
Anything you’re offered, promised or guaranteed cannot be considered as real unless or until you 
have it on an official letterhead or branded email. Make sure it’s specific, detailed and contains all 
the right elements such as company ABN, dates, name and title of the person you’re dealing with. 
In the case of function bookings, there have to be quotes, contracts, terms and conditions and 
there has to be a copy of everything for you to keep in your own records. 
 
If anyone is not willing to give it all to you in writing, then you should view this as extremely 
suspicious and start checking. 
 
4/ Never deal in cash. 
 
Real companies with real bank accounts have invoices, EFT, cheque systems, Paypal accounts 
and Bank Merchant Facilities. They can process any type of payment so how they receive your 
money is not relevant. If anyone asks for cash, this is not normal so beware! 
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5/ Site inspections are no solid guarantee. 
 
If anyone offers you a venue inspection, by all means go and take a look but be sure to ask that 
an actual functions staff member from the venue is present, that you get their business card, and 
call the venue to check that the person you met actually works there. No venue should ever offer 
you a site inspection unless the room they’re offering you for your formal is available to see at that 
time. 
 
6/ Watch out for the "hidden" costs! 
 
The package may mention things that cost more than the advertised price. For instance, you 
might see a package that costs $89 per guest and the venue will be happy to provide a 
photographer, a DJ and security guards. What they don’t tell you is that the photos cost $15 each, 
the DJ costs $700 and security guards are $80 each per hour. Before you know it, that $89 
becomes $125. Then add GST and you have almost $130. 
 
Then you may want some decorations, and some invitations, and a projection screen, and once 
you add all of those things into the mix, your “Real” price per guest winds up being $165 and 
you’re doing all the running around yourself. 
 
Make sure you’re getting an “All-Inclusive” package with everything you want built in for the one 
price per guest – guaranteed! 
 
7/ Don’t be fooled by the stuff that’s free! 
 
People will try to impress you with lists of features that make their package sound big and 
exciting. They use things like “Dance Floor”, “Mood Lighting”, “Breadrolls”, “Dedicated Function 
Teams”, “Printed Menus”, “Table Linen” and “Stage Areas”. 
 
What they don’t tell you is that these things are not only part of every package out there, but 
they’re free anyway. They’re not any kind of special extras. You should eliminate these things 
from your list when comparing packages. 
 
If people are offering enticements such as free extra entertainment, celebrity guest appearances 
or intangible things like that, be very wary that they may be trying to take your focus off the fact 
that something's missing somewhere else, in either their package, their qualifications, their 
authorisation or their experience. 
 
8/ Beware of packages that offer “X number of teachers come free and get free wine” 
 
Without getting into too much detail about the areas of the Liquor Act this sort of statement in 
marketing actually breaches, let’s concentrate for a moment on the reasons why they want 
teachers present. 
 
The short answer is that the venue doesn’t want to spend money on more than the very least 
number of security guards than they can legally get away with having. They therefore expect that 
by having a whole bunch of teachers present, that the teachers will assume various security / 
ushering / crowd control / access direction duties, just as they might do in the school environment. 
 
What they won’t tell you is that this is completely illegal in NSW and any venue doing this could 
lose its license. It’s also illegal for teachers and they can actually be locked up for doing this. 
 
You see, licensed premises in NSW are very scary places under the law. It’s the most highly 
restricted and regulated ground on which you can walk. Once a teacher attending a formal literally 
sets foot on the premises, he or she is, from that moment, no different to any other guest, and 
hold no authority or special power or privilege above any teenager. If you’re a teacher, parent, 
principal, deputy, year advisor, board member or any other title you place on it, you have 
absolutely no duty of care, no elevated station, no responsibility, no rights above anyone else in 
the same place. 
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In these places, only people properly licensed under the Security & Protection Industry Act who 
have been contracted, with all of the relevant credentials, insurances, bonds and experience are 
permitted to stand a post, direct foot traffic, restrict other people’s movements or apply any kind of 
security duty whatsoever. Any person who takes on any of these roles who is not properly 
recognised under state law, can actually be arrested and charged for doing so. It’s pretty serious 
stuff and not taken lightly by the government. 
 
If a venue is offering free teacher attendance in high volume (more than 2 or 3 heads), this should 
be viewed as very dubious indeed. 
 
The NSW government, in all its wisdom, has decreed that school formals should have one (1) 
licensed security guard per 100 attendees. While I salute the initiative to have stepped towards 
having something made mandatory in the way of security, I think that the way they’ve arrived at 
this number is farcical. 
 
When figuring out how many guards you’d need for a school formal, there are many factors that 
need to be considered in the calculation. 
 
Here’s a basic list you can use to help decide if the package you’re being offered is including the 
right number of security guards to keep your formal running safely and smoothly… 
 

 How many access points are there into the function area? Stairwells, lifts, escalators, 
doors that go from the public space directly into the formal space. You’ll need a guard to 
cover each one. 
 

 How many guests are likely to attend? Keep in mind that 200 rowdy teenagers cannot 
realistically be controlled, and in the event of an emergency – evacuated, by only 2 
guards. My recommendation just on this is 1 per 50 minimum. 
 

 Will there be alcohol served? By what method and how is the control of that method going 
to be maintained and policed? Guards are RSA trained and should be utilised to 
administer wrist bands and alcohol service areas to ensure that RSA is being observed 
and that minors do not access liquor. 
 

 What’s the background of the school and, more importantly, the year group? Are these 
teens from an area with a big drinking culture, or are they a particularly naughty year 
group? These things affect the number of guards you may need. 
 

 What kind of security measures will be in place for their arrival? Will there be bag 
searches, breath tests, metal detection and screenings for contraband and whether people 
have been drinking before attendance, validation of tickets and guest names registers 
kept? Some of these things are required by law and all must be done by security staff. 
How many will you need to administer these checks? 
 

Security at formals is a really big deal. Parents expect it, insurers demand it and the government 
requires it to be done properly. Short cuts lead to misery in this area. Trust me on that. 
 
9/ Compare “Like” with “Like”! 
 
Basically, this means, research the venue as much as the package. You may have 2 different 
venues offering basically the same package for the same price but one might be a 5-Star Major 
International Hotel and the other one a 2-Star seedy nightclub being offered as "5-Star". That 
means that although the packages sound the same, there will be vast differences in the comfort of 
the venue, quality of the service and the standards of the catering. 
 
Of course if there are two or more “agencies” offering the same venues, check which company is 
actually authorised to represent that venue, chances are only one will be. 
 
Make sure that you compare things fairly and with good research. 
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10/ Don’t buy only based on price! 
 
This is the formal! You don’t get a second chance to get this right. 
 
Let’s say your formal is costing $200 per ticket. Outrageous? Maybe! Now consider that many 
people will pay 3 times that much for the half-hour limo ride to get there. Still outrageous? Maybe 
not so much! 
 
There’s an old saying… “Would you prefer the meal you’d rather pay for, or the meal you’d rather 
eat?” 
 
At the end of the day it’s not about “Price”, it’s about “Value”. Forget how much you’re paying and 
start to think about whether what you’re getting is worth that price to the ticket holder. 
 
If your only motivation is the lowest cost, you will always get the lowest product. 
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Legal Compliance 

 
When teenagers hear the words “High School Formal”, they think of music, dancing, limo rides 
and making out. 
 
When teachers, parents, government and media hear the words “High School Formal”, they also 
think of all of the above, but also think about thinks like… 
 

 Public Liability Insurance 
 Occupational Health & Safety Issues 
 Evacuation & Emergency Procedures 
 Senior First Aid Certification & Practice 
 Responsible Service of Alcohol Accreditation 
 Property Damage Liability Cover 
 Licensing & Permits 
 Security & Protection Procedures 
 Working with Children Check laws 
 APRA, AMCOS & PPCA Music Royalties & Licensing 
 Trade Practices Legislation 
 Search & Seizure Procedures 
 Substance Abuse 
 Contraband Withholding 
 Civil Liberties Infractions 
 Legal Reporting Requirements 
 Work Cover 
 Electrical Contract Lead Safety Tagging 
 Duty of Care 
 Loco-Parentis & Associated Restrictions & Permissions 
 Curfews & Time Restrictions 
 Minor’s Function Authorisations 
 

…And a host of other issues that would normally not cross the mind of untrained formal 
organisers, schools, venues or even lawyers. 
 
If any of these issues, or a range of others, is not addressed properly during the planning and 
execution of a formal, the event can be deemed illegal and this immediately nullifies all insurances 
covering the night. 
 
Once this happens, the liability, both legal and financial, falls directly and jointly at the feet of the 
organisers and, if a non-state school, the school. Yes! The school too. In the case of state 
schools, the D.E.T. can be claimed upon, and the blame rolls down the line. 
 
I hear you ask… 
 
“But what if the school doesn’t permit the event? Surely we’re out of the firing line if 
that’s the case.” 
 
No! This may serve to shock you but read this next section very carefully… 
 
These scenarios are commonly accepted as reasons why the school cannot be held responsible if 
something goes wrong at a formal… 
 

 The school was aware of the event but no teachers or staff members attended. 
 
 The school was aware of the event but did not participate in any part of the planning or 

running of it. 
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 The school was aware of the event but strongly opposed any involvement, and even forbid 

the use of its name in any mention of it. 
 

 The school took steps to prevent the event from going ahead. 
 
 The school was not even aware that the event took place. 
 

The plain fact is that even if any (or all) of the above describes your school’s position on any 
school formal that a significant number of your students attended, then your school was exposed 
to liability. 
 
Here are 2 statistics that will catch your attention… 
 

 86% of all formals that are disallowed by the school go ahead anyway and use the 
schools name in the booking process. 
 

 Up to 92% of all formals that take place in the greater Sydney area, every year, are 
non-compliant in one form or another, and often uninsured for that reason. 
 

So – if your choice is clearly defined as “Forbid Formals and we’re safe from harm” you need to 
embrace the concept that you couldn’t be further from the reality of the situation. 
 
I’ve prepared a simple checklist for you (following pages) to go through for your formal plans. If 
you have an existing formal under way, this will quickly identify holes in your plans that you can 
action well before they become real problems for you. Alternatively, if you have not yet started 
planning, this can serve as a great guideline of what you need to address before you begin. 
 
There is a simple “Yes” or “No” answer required for each section. If you can answer “No” to even 
one of these questions, or cannot answer either way, then you must consider your formal to be 
potentially non-compliant and uninsured. Steps must be taken to rectify the problem; else liability 
falls with the organiser and the school, (even if they’re unaware). 
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Formal Checklist Yes No 

Is the venue a bona-fide function facility?   

Is the venue easily accessible by patrons seeking to use public transport?   

Does the venue accommodate disabled patrons?   

Can the venue produce proof of Public Liability Insurance to the value of $20M 
cover? 

  

Can the venue produce proof of subscription to APPRA, AMCOS & PPCA for the 
performance of recorded or live music? 

  

Does the venue have updated & checked fire fighting equipment & fire & smoke 
alarms? 

  

Does the venue hold a Permanent On-Site Liquor License?   

Does the venue hold the appropriate permit to undertake formals? (See Guide 
Below) 

  

Is every manager or supervisor of your formal over the age of 21 years?   

Has every adult working at your formal passed the "Working with Children" 
Check? 

  

Do the venue and its staff have a tested fire & evacuation procedure?   

Can every supplier of consumable (Non-Food) items produce a "Safety Fact 
Sheet" on what they're supplying? 

  

Can every person plugging any electrical item into mains power produce proof of 
"Safety Compliance" with each power lead appropriately tagged by licensed 
electrical inspectors? 

  

Does every piece of electrical equipment carry the "Australian Manufacturers 
Standards Compliance" marking? 

  

Can every supplier of any item rigged or fixed above the heads of guests 
produce a valid "Riggers Certificate"? 

  

Can the venue, or the rigger of any heavy item overhead produce a "Stress & 
Weight Rating" certificate for such rigging? 

  

Has every item or substance being provided been checked so as to eliminate 
any slip or trip hazard? 

  

Has every food item being provided been prepared handled and served by 
licensed & certified food preparation entity? 

  

Has the event been promoted as being only accessible by pre-sold ticket, and 
have such tickets been produced? 

  

Has the event been promoted explicitly without any reference to alcohol that may 
be available? 

  

Have sufficient steps been undertaken to ascertain whether guests have been 
consuming alcohol prior to attendance? 

  

Have sufficient steps been undertaken to ascertain whether guests are carrying 
alcohol into the premises? 

  

Have you prepared the mandatory signage relating to alcohol that must be 
displayed at the entrance to venues? 

  

Has the local area Police Command been notified in writing as to the details of 
the event? 

  

Has a written register been kept of every person issued a ticket that can be 
checked against those who attend? 

  

Have sufficient steps been undertaken to ensure that minors are not sharing any 
public areas with unauthorised people? 

  

In circumstances that require minors to be in the presence of loco-parentis, has 
this been sufficiently addressed? 

  

Has the formal been scheduled to start and finish between 7 pm and Midnight?   



 
Have sufficient steps been taken to satisfy "duty of care" for guests arriving and 
leaving the formal? 

Has catering been done with special provision for food intolerances, vegetarian 
preferences or religious restrictions? 

Has all business pertinent to the formal complied completely with Trade 
Practices Legislation? 

Are those undertaking supervisory or security role licensed and bona-fide 
security officers? 
Can the security staff produce Security Licenses (non provisional) for the 
protection of both persons and premises? 

Can the security staff produce separate proof of Public Liability Insurance? 

Can the security staff produce "Responsible Service of Alcohol" accreditation? 

Can the security staff produce current Advanced or Senior First Aid certification? 

Can someone in a supervisory role at the event show proof of current 
certification in the use of Epipen and Anapen for Anaphylaxis? 
 

Guides… 

 

Guide for formal permits on venues- 
If a Hotel or Club License, there must also be a "Minor's Functions Authorisation" and all 

guests must be over 15 years of age. 
Guide for alcohol restrictions- 

If a Hotel or Club License, with a "Minor's Function Authorisation" no alcohol is permitted 
whatsoever - regardless of age. 

Guide for security restrictions- 
Teachers & Parents may not undertake any supervisory or security role on licensed premises 
with formals. Even standing post on an exit, or checking toilets is considered security-related 

duty and may only be conducted by licensed personnel. 
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So - how did you go with your answers? 
 
You may be thinking “some of these are ludicrous questions” and in the environment of everyday 
life, they may seem so BUT when we’re talking about Insurers, Government Regulators and 
Parents, you won’t have much success arguing about any of these points when something goes 
wrong. 
 
Imagine this scenario… 
 
You follow this checklist to the letter and everything appears to be in order. The formal is under 
way and everything is going just fine. 
 
Suddenly a young girl trips over her own high-heels (not too hard to imagine) and breaks her nose 
on the floor. “A promising modelling career has just been destroyed” says her mother. “You’ll be 
hearing from my lawyers”. 
 
The incident is assessed by investigators representing the venue’s insurer and it is found that 
within a metre of where the girl tripped, there was a power lead taped to the carpet for safety. 
Upon closer inspection, it is found that the tape is of a cheap and inferior quality than that which is 
recommended for such use because it has insufficient adhesive on the underside. 
 
This is sufficient for the insurer to argue that there was a breach of Occupational Health & Safety 
protocols, which may have inadvertently contributed to the accident, and therefore they refuse to 
honour the claim. 
 
Now there is a lawsuit looking for the next available exposed entity to land on. The school and the 
organiser of the event. There’s no point even calling the schools insurers because the school’s 
policy won’t cover off-site events. 
 
“Far-Fetched?” This is precisely the kind of scenario that has for years frightened school 
administrators. Incidents not unlike this occur every season. 
 
Of course I don’t mean to frighten you away from the prospect of helping plan a great formal for 
the kids however, fire extinguishers, smoke alarms, emergency services and insurance policies 
are all a part of every day life. We never question the motivation for surrounding ourselves with 
them. “Just in case – you never know” is the adopted attitude, and the right one. Why should 
applying all of these expectations to formals be any different? 
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Contraband and how it threatens you 
 
Teenagers are not exactly a fountain of experienced and informed judgement. They often do 
things that astound us in terms of common sense. For that reason, it’s important to be aware of 
what they’ll try to bring with them that may harm themselves or others. 
 
Less importantly, things that may threaten the reputation of the school, the venue and the smooth 
running of the formal are also under the spotlight. 
 
Here’s a picture of what was collected from one single night, of only 6 formals, taking place in 
major 5-star hotels in Sydney. These were a combination of private independent schools, 
conservative Catholic schools and state schools. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pictured above – contents of this haul include… 
 

 Alcohol in retail and improvised containers 
 Ecstasy & Methamphetamines 
 Tranquilisers 
 Hallucinogenic Pills 
 Cannabis 
 Bong Cone 
 Prohibited knives 
 Live ammunition round (9mm) 
 Laser Pointer 
 Modified Fireworks (set to explode rather than shoot) 
 Emergency Marine Flare 
 Mace 
 Razor Box Cutters 
 

Don’t be naive! Teens carry these things to their formals every year. You have to ask yourself 
what measures you’re taking, with proper security, to stop these things getting into your event. 
 
These items, and several of the drug and alcohol intoxicated teens carrying them, were 
discovered using a combination of metal detection, breath testing, drug testing devices and well 
practiced security procedures by a team of formal security experts. 
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HSC Vs Formal 
 
While easy to dismiss, schools and parents would 
be horrified to know what teens think is more 
important. 
 
They've made it. 13 years of education from K to 
12. Infants, Primary and Secondary school. It's 
not so much a preparation these days but a fully 
fledged student career and while University or 
TAFE may appear like the hardest yards yet to 
come, that's actually a breeze compared to what 
they've already endured. They know it too. 
 
So what do we assume will be their focus as we embark on the last half of their last year? Easy - 
books, study, cram, exam! Push for the marks, ranks, positions and all of the fruits of this 13 years 
of labour. Right? RIGHT??? BBBZZZZZZZ! Wrong! 
 
If you're a worried parent or teacher, you'd better sit down. A recent survey of over 10,000 senior 
students from secondary schools all around the Sydney Metropolitan area, both state and private, 
girls and boys, returned a statistic that shocked even the analysts. 
 
97% of them stated that when it came to their immediate priorities (Sept to Nov) the School 
Formal was more important to THEM at that time than the H.S.C. 
 
While, at face value, one would be forgiven for remarking that this couldn’t possibly be right, 
however that would be “Parent and Teacher” thinking. If we take a moment to adjust that 
perspective to that of the average 17 year old, these priorities can shift quite dramatically. 
 
While the formal isn’t officially part of the state curriculum, smart educators are beginning to 
recognise that it’s one of the most significant social-development aspects of school life, and, at 
least from the perspective of the teenage formal goer, the most significant social event of their 
lives up to that point. Through their eyes, this is a big deal and they treat it with that level of 
gravity. 
 
Even those who place a balanced measure of priority to the formal and the exams may still be 
fastidious enough about their vision for the formal to rob study time to dedicate it to fashion, 
transport, or, in the case of formal organising committee members, planning the intricate aspects 
of the actual event on behalf of their classmates. 
 
In any case, it’s clearly a battle between the two aspects of their lives during that time, and there’s 
no way to gauge whether one adversely affects the other. 
 
One would suppose that it's unlikely to be easy to alter this in their minds, however, finding ways 
to assist in their formal planning process will doubtless help minimise the impact on study time 
and hopefully results. 
 
As a teacher or year advisor, organising the formal is a role you’d take on hoping to shield them 
from being distracted from study. The problem is that they have to have some ownership of how 
their big night goes. Finding a balance between the research and the choices is your job. 
 
Things like security, contracts, insurances, legal issues, compliance and so forth are areas of the 
formal that teens find no interest in, and if students are left alone in charge of these aspects, will 
be overlooked I guarantee it. What they want is control of colours, flavours, textures and music. 
These are the things that are fun to arrange and choose, and have no significant impact one way 
or another to the success of the formal no matter which way they choose. 
 
That leaves the rest, and the most difficult aspects, up to you. Don’t let them down! 
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Pre's & After's - What's hot and what's not 

 
The school formal has become 3 different 
events in the one night. One or more of 
them can potentially ruin the other ones. 
 
You need to take reasonable steps to 
safeguard the teens, the formal and the 
school from events unrelated to the formal 
itself. 
 
Pre-Formal Drinks: 
 
It has become customary for members of a 
year group to gather at someone’s home 
prior to the formal to share a photo opportunity. Unfortunately muscling into that scenario is 
alcohol, which presents certain problems both legally and practically. 
 
Parents of upper teenage year children will sometimes think of alcohol as something that should 
be taught to their kids in their own way. That’s fair, and the NSW Liquor Act agrees however, the 
parameters within which under-aged teens can drink alcohol are very narrow and specific. 
 
In short and layman’s terms, the only way a minor can be served alcohol is in the privacy of a 
home, by their own parent or legal guardian, and they then cannot leave that place for the rest of 
the day unless it’s to travel to their own home (unless they’re already home). 
 
What cannot happen, under the law, is for a minor to travel to someone else’s home, without their 
parent or guardian present, and be served alcohol by someone else. That’s completely illegal. To 
make matters worse, for that minor, having consumed alcohol, to then attend licensed premises is 
the absolute height of illegal activity under the act. 
 
Some parents will argue that it’s a teenager’s “Right of Passage” to drink (and / or get drunk) on 
the night of their formal. Let’s dispel that rubbish right here and right now. 
 
There’s no such thing as a “Right of Passage”. The term is “Rite” of passage, and in the correct 
context, the word “rite” means tradition or custom. It does not mean a “right” or entitlement under 
the law. 
 
The bottom line with regard to the Pre-Formal drinks phenomenon is this. If there’s alcohol being 
served to minors with the intention of then attending a formal on licensed premises, then the 
whole pre’s event is illegal and should be discouraged altogether. It’s not going to stop happening. 
That’s a fact. However giving your students and parents the correct information and educating 
them about the proper interpretation of the actual laws will have some positive affect. 
 
2014 will see the NSW Liquor Act amended to make the regulations in this specific area less 
ambiguous and easier for parents to interpret correctly. There will be educational material made 
available when this happens so make it a point to get your hands on this for distribution. 
 
At the very least, suggesting to them that it be a nice event but alcohol-free would be a 
reasonable way to start. 
 
Just remember, if any minor turns up at the door to any licensed premises in NSW, who is even 
reasonably suspected of having consumed any volume of alcohol at any time during that day, 
they are to be refused entry without exception. Black and white as that may be, it’s been the law 
here for around the last 40 years and it’s not likely to change. 
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After Parties: 
 
This phenomenon, like the pre’s, has found its way 
into the formal culture but not is all as it seems here 
either and there are a few facts that need 
clarification and attention so that everyone knows 
how things can affect them. 
 
The tradition here is to finish the formal looking nice 
in the nice venue with everything – well, nice. Then 
shoot off to some other venue, usually a nightclub, 
with a bar, after midnight, to get completely 
smashed rotten drunk and dance the rest of the 
night away into the wee hours. To a teenager, this 
sounds like the ultimate “letting your hair down” 
experience to mark the end of a school year. 
 
To an ignorant parent – this might also come under the heading of “Right of Passage”, let’s not 
revisit that. There are some things to keep in mind here too. In NSW, it is illegal for any minor to 
be on any licensed premises whatsoever after midnight. That’s why formals have to end at 12 
under the law. It’s understood by licensees that this is the case however; let’s look at who these 
kinds of licensees are, and what their motivations are for operating inside or outside the law. 
 
I testified as an expert witness in October 2012 in an inquiry before the NSW Legislative 
Assembly (Social Policy Committee) concerning desired upgrades to the Liquor Act. Part of my 
testimony was information that outlined how the current penalties under the act are so outdated 
and so small in relation to the profits available by breaching them, that the committee members 
were astonished to learn the truth about them. If a nightclub licensee were to conduct school 
formal after parties in any given week of formal season, the amount of profit from bar takings 
alone would be worth up to 10 times what the fine would be if they were caught and convicted of 
the offence. 
 
Are we all so naïve as to think that all the minors are banned from attending these after parties? 
There’s an easy way to check. If any of these venues is providing wrist bands, they’re conducting 
illegal events. The fact that they not only invite minors into the premises after midnight, but they 
actually have a physical, visual system for identifying who is a minor and who is not, means that 
there is no plausible deniability at all. 
 
The penalty system under the Liquor Act is a joke and the “Responsible Service of Alcohol” 
initiative currently in operation in NSW has one great big “elephant in the room” flaw, the fact that 
it’s self-regulating. The foxes are guarding the chook-pen, pure and simple. 
 
That only covers one of the two main alarm bells that ring when thinking about after parties. It 
speaks to the safety of the kids. The other one is how if can affect the school. Of course the first 
reaction you’d probably feel is that after parties can’t affect the school because they have nothing 
whatsoever to do with the school. 
 
If that’s your thinking, then you’d better sit down. Like a formal, which may not be endorsed or 
approved by the school, the after party comes with the same strings attached. If the one thing that 
a reasonable percentage of the attendees have in common with each other while attending an 
after party is the fact that they attend (or attended) the same school, boom! The school (or the 
D.E.T. if a state school) automatically attracts a potential liability exposure if anything goes wrong. 
 
Drink spiking, drunkenness, alcohol poisoning, unprotected and even unwilling sexual activity are 
all accepted and unbridled products of the after party environment. 
 
After parties are dangerous, uncontrolled, poorly secured delivery systems for alcohol into the 
mouths of teenagers, full stop. Any reasonable steps that you can take to discourage them would 
be highly advised. 
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How to raise formal ticket money 

 
While survey results showed that the average cost of a formal ticket in the Sydney market in 2016 
was around $159 (all inclusive). For most, this is OK (obviously because they’re paying that) 
however to some people, this might seem like a lot of money. 
 
Statistically, students will spend between 3 and 5 times that amount on what they wear to the 
formal. Girls will even spend 50% more on hair, makeover, nails and spray tans than they will on 
the formal ticket. The average stretch limo ride (1 way) will cost 3 times this much. When you put 
things in that kind of perspective, the formal ticket, even at $200, is among the cheapest items on 
the list for the formal. 
 
That being said, how students raise that ticket price is also something that needs thought. A 
recent survey asked many formal attendees how they raised their ticket money and the following 
are the 20 most common suggestions that you can offer to students. (Note: all ideas suggested 
here that involve dealing with strangers should be done with the help and / or support of friends or 
family for safety) 
 
Saving with a jar: 
 

1. Put a $2 coin each day into your jar before you leave for school. 
 
2. Each day when you get home, throw all silver coins in your pocket into your jar. 
 
3. When you get paid at your job, put 10% of each pay into your jar. 
 
4. When you go to the mall after school or on the weekends, sacrifice 2 snacks per week 

(Boost Juice, MacDonald’s Ice Cream, Packet of Chips or whatever) and put that money 
into a your jar. 
 

5. When you go to the movies, take snacks from home instead of buying them and put that 
money into your jar instead. 
 

6. When you’d normally catch the bus, walk one time out of every 5 and put the bus fare into 
your jar. 
 

7. When at home, don’t use your mobile phone to make calls. Use the home phone instead 
and put the savings off your monthly bill into your jar. 
 

Earning at home: 
 

8. Offer to do household chores (above what you might normally do) for cash from mum & 
dad. 
 

9. Gather things you really don’t need or might eventually throw out on clean up day and 
have a garage sale instead. 
 

10. Go to your neighbours and offer to wash cars, mow lawns or tidy gardens. You’ll have the 
money in 1 weekend. 
 

11. Get some awesome DVD’s and have a movie party night and charge your friends $5 each 
to come. 
 

12. Host a makeup or fashion party at home. 
 
13. Make arts & crafts & sell them on line or to friends & family. 
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Earning out in the world: 
 

14. Get a casual job at a fast food place or supermarket and work just 1 shift per week. You’ll 
have the money in no time. 
 

15. Offer to help elderly load shopping from trolleys into their cars, then return trolleys for the 
coin deposit or tips. 
 

16. Take on a newspaper run. 
 
17. Bake cupcakes and sell them at a local fete or market day. 
 

Fundraising at school (permission needed of course): 
 

18. Get fundraising packs from Cadbury, Pure Gelato, Mars or Krispy Kreme (see our web 
site) and sell treats to students. 
 

19. Put on a school dance and charge admission, then split the profits between the year 
group. 
 

20. Have a non-uniform day and charge a gold coin to each student for the privilege. 
 

No matter how you do it, raising ticket money is easy and shouldn’t compromise lifestyle very 
much. You never know, any of these, or a combination of several, could potentially provide a 
great way of not only raising the ticket price for the formal, but maybe also pay for everything else 
on the list. 
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How late is TOO late to book? 
 
There has always been loads of controversy about when the right 
time to book your formal is, and when to book other aspects of your 
own personal formal experience. Let's break these into 2 very 
distinct areas of concern... 
 
1/ The formal itself. This is the actual event and all the aspects of it 
that everyone will experience together as a group. This includes 
things like the venue, entertainment, dinner, photography, 
decorations and so on. 
 
2/ Personal things. These are the parts of the formal experience 
that each person keeps to themselves, such as clothing, hair, 
shoes, transport and so on. 
 
The reason it's important to separate these things is that each of these separate categories needs 
to be decided upon and arranged at different times of the season. 
 
The very first thing should be the formal itself. The venue and date are the most critical things, 
followed by the inclusions in your package. This is generally booked and finalised no less than 6-8 
months before the proposed date of your formal although booking 12-14 months ahead is also 
fairly common and well advised. 
 
Booking season for venues runs in 2 stages. Stage 1 is from around September to December for 
the following year, that is to say that securing your venue and date can be done in the final 
quarter of say 2013 for a formal that's happening in 2014. Stage 2 is from February to April of the 
year you want the formal. 
 
So it's fair to say that the early bird gets the worm on preferred dates and desired venues. If you 
haven't secured a prestige venue by May, you're pretty well running the risk of missing out 
altogether, or getting stuck with a less than desirable venue on a date that doesn't really suit you. 
Lots of people assume that 2 to 3 months notice is fair for booking venues but these are usually 
the people who end up sitting at home with no formal to attend. 
 
Also be aware that some sneaky venues will take advantage of the desperation of people who’ve 
left their booking too late and either price-gouge or secretly share space and staff between your 
formal and other functions. Our best advice is that if you find yourself in a position of no secure 
booking and it's any time after May, get professional help or you may be ripped off. 
 
Authorised Venue Agents and Professional Formal Event Managers will most often have likely 
and popular dates locked off at popular venues automatically each year so that they can offer 
them to their regular clients at a leisurely pace. This is another good reason to seek professionals 
to help you. They have the right resources in place. 
 
Once your venue is secure and the formal itself is all booked and taken care of, you can turn your 
attention to the personal things, which generally become important in around 2-3 months prior to 
your formal date. Book transport first, then move on to clothing and appearance items after that. 
 
The shortest answer to the question of how late is too late to book has to be this... The later you 
leave it, the harder it's going to be. 
 
You don't get a second chance for your formal. 
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Myths & Truths 

 
Answers that Teachers & Parents most often seek 
 
For the information of Principals, Year Advisors, Board Members and Parents, the following are 
most likely the questions you have most often asked, and the answers you most often seek. I 
remain vigilant and transparent on all matters relating to the safety and security of young adults, 
and on all matters relating to Proper Business Practices and the adherence to pertinent 
legislation. 
 
Section 1 - Reasons why schools most often choose not to be involved. 
 
Concern: Students attending a formal outside of school premises are not covered by any 
insurance in case of any incident. 
 
This is a myth! Events held in proper function establishments are covered by insurances on the 
highest levels, paid for by the venue. Separate insurance for security is mandatory on top of that. 
The school's policy is not pertinent or necessary when you conduct your formal off school land. 
 
Concern: High School Formals are always fraught with misbehaviour and drunkenness. 
 
Truth and Myth: This may be true of some formals in years gone by but the truth is that there are 
some very tough legislative measures in place that are designed to prevent this sort of 
occurrence. 
 
I’ve consulted heavily with the State Government departments on matters of the law, legal 
responsibility, duty of care, security, liquor licensing and other associated issues. 
 
What I’ve learned is that there are various types of licenses available to various types of venues. 
They all have restrictions designed to keep young people safe from the affects of alcohol. 
 
Although this area of the law is rather complex, and I’ve covered most of it elsewhere in this 
booklet, I’ve decided that it would be far more to simply ban the service of alcohol completely at 
all venues where grey areas in the license exist. In these venues even adults, parents and 
teachers should be forbidden alcohol at formals. Nothing can go wrong then. 
 
At other venues where the law clearly allows the responsible service of alcohol to adults, and no 
grey area exists, conducting this service with zero tolerance for misbehaviour and EXTRA 
security is well advised. Do as much as you can not to put yourself in a position of risk. 
 
Concern: There has to be a guaranteed minimum number of Teachers or Parents present 
at every formal. 
 
Another myth! There is a minimum mandatory requirement imposed by the State for 
"supervising adults" but that doesn't mean teachers or parents. In fact such supervision is illegal. 
 
Venues not only cover this as part of every event with their own staff but adding security takes it 
over the top 
 
It is quite alright for to conduct formals, under the law, without any parents or teachers in 
attendance at all. In fact, this is quite often the case with complete success. 
 
Concern: Individual School Official attending High School Formals must assume total 
responsibility for the guests while attending the event. 
 
This is a myth! Any attending School Official would have no greater responsibility or duty on the 
night than any attending guest, student or partner. Venue and security staff actually run the event 
and control all that transpires at the event without the need to call upon anyone for assistance. 
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Concern: By a school refusing to take part in arranging a formal, no such formal will take 
place, therefore, the schools good repute will remain in tact no matter what. 
 
This is one of the most dangerous myths of all! Surveys have shown that 86% of schools that 
refused involvement have students who will go ahead and hold a formal regardless, AND in most 
cases will use the school's name in the process. 
 
The fact that the school does not sanction the event will not prevent it from taking place and if 
anything goes wrong, will not protect the school if a liability claim transpires OR the media 
happens to come across a worthy story. YES! That's right! Even if the school has no knowledge 
that the formal is taking place, legally it attracts a potential liability if anything at that formal goes 
wrong. 
 
Where many formals go wrong is simply that students are easy prey for disreputable people in the 
marketplace who seek to capitalise on their inexperience and produce less than adequately 
planned and controlled events. 
 
I know of quite a number of firms that rely on school students to buy illegal event packages for 
their main source of income each season. They include many venues that also market heavily but 
don't even possess licenses to hold school events. 
 
Make no mistake! The best way to avoid students travelling down a poor path is to advise them 
well and supervise their decisions, equipped with the facts and reputable assistance from well 
established and experienced professionals. 
 
Concern: Events like formals are only really for elite private schools whose students can 
afford it. 
 
Myth!: For the last 20 years, I have conducted as many State school events as private schools. In 
most cases, the ticket price of those events is far less than other items on the list of the average 
formal guest. Students will pay far less on their ticket price than they will gladly pay for things like 
suits or dresses, make up, nails & hair, limousines and after parties. 
 
This is often the most important event on their social calendar. Students, if left to book their own 
function, will more often pay $30 or $50 more per head than you’d think, to attend some other 
venue that serves them unlimited liquor illegally. 
 
Concern: School students should never be placed under the supervision of those who 
have not been submitted to the mandatory screening process imposed by the Department 
of Education and Training under the N.S.W. Child Protection (prohibited employment) act 
1998. 
 
Truth: I agree wholeheartedly! That's why all of my Staff, Management, Masters of Ceremony, 
Disc Jockeys, Event Managers, Security Personnel, Photographers and all those within our crew 
likely to attend a formal and interact with students are put through that process as a mandatory 
requirement of employment with my company. 
 
Section 2 - Most Frequently asked questions by Teachers & Parents 
 
Q: What’s the difference between a deposit and a bond? 
 
A: A Bond is an amount of money that is supposed to be held in trust by a reputable third party in 
case of damage, just like on a rented home or commercial shop. 
 
If there’s an incident, the venue may apply for part, or all, of that bond to cover damages. 
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A deposit is a down-payment or an advance on the overall amount and should be either refunded, 
rolled over into another event, or deducted from a final bill on the event. It has nothing whatsoever 
to do with damage. 
 
If a venue is asking you for a deposit, stating that they’ll refund it AFTER the formal if there’s no 
damage, watch out! This is a bond disguised as a deposit. If it’s a bond, it has to be lodged with a 
third party and all sorts of paperwork and procedures are supposed to be taken care of. 
 
If it’s not to cover damage, but instead being used as working capital until the rest of the event is 
paid for, then paperwork has to state that. 
 
Be wary of any venue asking for more than $2000, or anyone asking for a “Deposit for Damage or 
a Bond”. This isn’t strictly legal and should be avoided. 
 
Q: If all our students are advised as to the rules for their conduct at the event, how do we 
make sure that outside partners are kept in line? 
 
A: All formals should be conducted by pre-sold ticket. A compendium of the rules can, and should, 
be printed on every event ticket. The tickets should then be distributed well before the event so 
each ticket holder will be in possession of it before arrival on the day. 
 
Q: What if our school has always had a policy of not supporting formals? 
 
A: That policy was most likely adopted to combat the kinds of issues described about how formals 
were decades ago. Schools should now review their policy under these newer circumstances. 
 
If you look at the list of venues currently working with formal agencies, you will see many of them 
are traditionally venues that have had the same "no formals" policy for years. They are only 
participating in these programmes because they are completely convinced that the newer 
government regulations make the market worth re-entering. 
 
In short - any policy is adopted because it is formed according to the environment at that time. If 
the environment alters for the better, so should a policy. That's just sound business sense. 
 
Q: Are the controversial security procedures suggested here legal AND does my student / 
minor have the right to refuse to submit to them? 
 
A: Yes and Yes. The procedures I recommend were in fact written according to the law and many 
of them were suggested by the State Government itself. There are constant reviews to make sure 
I keep up to current legislative changes in this regard. 
 
It is any ticket-holders right to refuse to submit to any security process conducted at any venue, 
but it should be known that entry may be refused under such circumstances as refusal of entry 
under any grounds is just as much the venue’s civil right as refusal to be checked is the guests. 
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14 Common Misconceptions about High School Formals. 
 
Despite What You’ve Heard… 
 
1/ The D.E.T. DOES NOT prohibit school officials from being involved in formals. 
 
2/ This year in Sydney, over 130,000 teens will attend ILLEGAL formals and expose 368 high 

schools (or their organisers) to liability. 
 

3/ Without the schools approval, 86% of Formals will go ahead regardless, and will be 
booked in the school’s name. 
 

4/ Formals booked without the use of the school’s name, STILL expose the school (or it’s 
individual representatives) to potential legal and financial liability. 
 

5/ Teachers and School Staff ARE NOT permitted to supervise or secure formals on licensed 
premises - ever! 
 

6/ Formals ARE NOT official school events and are not covered by school insurance. 
 
7/ Students who drink liquor and use illicit drugs exist at ALL high schools. 
 
8/ 92% of Formals organised by school officials or unguided students without professional 

help are non-compliant, and therefore uninsured, every season in Sydney. 
 

9/ Formals are HARDER to organise than weddings. 
 
10/ Of all venues accepting formal bookings (at last survey), less than 9% were legally 

permitted to do so. 
 

11/ 94% of student committee members consider security as LOWEST priority. 91% of 
teachers consider security as HIGHEST priority. Less than 1% of either considered legal 
compliance at all. 
 

12/ Pre-Formal Drinks are NOT someone else’s problem. 
 
13/ “Working with Children Check” applies to EVERY adult that works or volunteers at formals. 
 
14/ It can take hundreds of hours of work to organise a formal without professional help. 
 
 

Conclusion 
 
I know that reading this booklet alone has been quite an arduous journey for you. This of course, 
is nothing compared to the journey ahead of you if you intend to follow this roadmap to the 
desired destination, a perfect, safe, fun and compliant formal for your teens. 
 
Good Luck! You’re going to need it. 
 
Otherwise, and here’s where the commercial comes in, if you’d rather let a solid team of trusted 
and proven professionals do it for you, then visit www.prom.com.au and 90% of your journey will 
be completed on the spot. 
 
 
 
END 
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